
The Frost mane
Unicorns

Pilot �e Bir� of our Princess

It was mid winter when our princess was born her coat was
a beautiful pearl white her mane was a pale powder blue
she came into this world quietly and her aura shined like a
star the entire herd rejoiced at this new miracle especially
since our leader’s current partner suffered from infertility

Our Leader named this child Erica after his late sister



As the years passed Erica grew into a true vision of
kindness and serenity and her beauty was like no other

Erica grew up protected by all the members of the herd and
loved all the same Erica’s Mother Marie would contract
an illness that would greatly weaken her the healers of the
herd would do there best for her but Marie wasn’t long for

this world

Marie died right before spring upon her DeathMarie
transformed into a beautiful white Willow tree that pulsed
with a great amount of Magic Erica was crushed for
what seemed like an eternity but our Leader Tundra
consoled his daughter and with love Erica’s heart was

mended



When spring came we migrated from our home in the
Azure Forest out to the northern Valleys we would stay
here until fall our leader Tundra would soon search for a
mother for Erica and he found one her name was Fila she
was a unicorn of great Beauty and mixed heritage her
Mother was a Unicorn from the Lotus mane herd and her
Father from the Frost Mane this was evident by her

Mane witch was powder blue with Lotus pink streaks in it

Fila was kind and gentle but she also had a sparkling
intelligence Erica took a liking to Fila and the two became
close Fila would soon become pregnant with Tundra’s

second Child and this news greatly boosted Moral among
the herd

But the Seer of the herd asked for a private council with
Tundra in this private meeting the Seer told Tundra that he
would die on his son’s second birthday when Tundra asked



where this would be the Seer told Tundra that this would
take place within the Azure Forest Tundra took in a deep
breath the news of his death alarmed him Tundra then
asked the Seer about his Daughter Erica the Seer took a

moment and said

Seer: Erica will have gained her Horn by that time

Tundra gave a soft smile and returned to the other members
of his herd playing with Erica and watching over the herd
under Fila’s care and Tundra’s guidance Erica grew into
a beautiful and dignified young mare however her Horn
showed no sign of growing for Unicorns their Horn

normally starts to show on their 16th birthday but Erica’s
horn didn’t appear the other members of the herd believed

this to be an ill omen



T hough rare there are cases when Unicorns never grow a
horn in those situations that Unicorn is expelled from the
herd and lives the life of a normal Horse but a Unicorn
Horn is not just a decoration a Unicorn Horn is how they
use magic and it is also the catalyst for their immortality a
Unicorn can essentially live forever unless directly killed or
in Marie’s case if there are complications in childbirth if
a Unicorn Horn is Broken or cut off then the Unicorn will
slowly die and the horn is almost useless keyword being
almost a severed Unicorn Horn can be melted down or
grinded into dust in doing so they can be used as an
ingredient for enchanting armor or provid ing magic

resistance

T here are many ways to use a severed Unicorn Horn only
if you know how to use it but back to the story



Many members of the herd loved Erica but the fact that
her Horn hadn’t appeared caused several members of the
Herd to shun her Erica almost felt entirely alone if it

wasn’t for Fila and her Father

When Fall came around the herd started to make their
way back to the Azure Forest during the journey Fila
went into labor and the Herd had to stop where they were
Fila gave birth to a strong and Beautiful male Foal with
eyes that were a soft pink and a lavender coat and soft blue
main Fila named him Dimitri and the Herd once again
rejoiced Erica got close to her baby brother and was happy
to see him Erica quickly formed a close bond with Dimitri

witch greatly pleased Tundra and Fila



T he Herd waited until Dimitri was able to travel on his
own before moving on it was for the best of both Fila and
her son Dimitri were incredibly adventurous when he

started moving there was nothing stopping him Erica was
always there to keep her Brother safe and close to the herd
the Frost Mane Herd then made it to the Azure Forest
where they used their magic to provide food and shelter for

the entire Herd

Frost Mane Unicorns are members of the Seasonal
Quartet the Seasonal Quartet is a group of Fae who are
aligned with the Four Seasons and the Azure Forest is
where the Winter Fae reside during the Winter Season

T he reason the Frost Mane Unicorns travel to the Azure
Forest is to rejuvenate themselves but i should be more



specific Fae aligned with the Seasonal Quartet have a
limited magic supply that will slowly wane as the year
goes on the Fae within the Seasonal Quartet must return
to the Forests of their aligned season in order to restore
their magic also Seasonal Fae can also produce the

greatest elemental Magic ingredients and they are hunted
for it the Forests where they come from also provides them
with Protection from those that would wish them harm

So it’s not about being a messenger for the season as it is
more about self preservation

Erica loved the Azure Forest it was always so nice and
incredibly cold here but at the same time incredibly quiet
the forest itself was like the embodiment of winter itself

Erica heard from her Mother Fila that the Azure Forest



was where the Birth of the Winter Season took place
Erica reminicessed on her Mother’s words and as Erica
did so she felt an immense power form on the tip of her
head it was like a seamless transition taking place for
Erica when the transition had finished Erica felt like a

miracle had happened

Erica returned to her Father who had a warm smile on his
face as he announced that Erica’s horn started to appear it
was just a nub but it was still progress Erica smiled she
felt blessed to have her Horn finally appear Erica was
finally reunited with the warmth she had craved for so
long Erica was finally treated as a true member of the
Herd and shortly afterwards Erica was being instructed

on how to use Magic by her Father Tundra



Tundra was an incredibly strict Teacher he would start
Lessons at early dawn and would end the training at
midnight Erica however didn’t mind the training in fact
she welcomed it Erica wanted to make her Father Proud in
anyway possible Dimitri would watch as his Sister
Trained he was so keen on supporting her with anything

that she needed

Along with Erica’s training she made friends with a
Frost Elf named Dyst he was staying in the Azure forest
with his family apparently Dyst’s Family were overseers
of the Azure Forest Dyst had snow white skin and Cyan
blue hair they were dressed in clothing similar to an

Eskimo his eyes were a soft pink

Dyst’s hair was short and straight Dyst played with
Erica for quite some time then they had a sparring match
with each other Dyst’s Magic was great but Erica’s



Magic was far greater this sparring match pulled the two
closer together and their friendship was crystalized

For the rest of the winter season Erica and Dyst had a lot
of fun with each other Erica soon introduced Dyst to her
family and he did the same but when the Winter Season
ended it was time For Erica to leave with her Herd Erica
was saddened by the loss of her Friend but Dyst promised
to see her again with that done the two said their goodbyes

When the Frost Mane Herd left the Azure Forest they
continued on their usual rout but it should be said that
Tundra stopped Training with Erica much to her dismay
the Herd then Traveled to their first stop the Southern
Canyon this Canyon was home to Dust Jokes they are a

Wind and Sand elemental Fae



T hey have a bipedal body covered in dusty brown colored
skin they wear white palazzo Long Pants with a golden
chain wrapped around the waist on there upper body is a
short silk crop top that exposes their midriff Dust Jokes
have sparkling blue eyes they also have white colored hair
kept in a long Ponytail Dust Jokes also have a whip like
rat tail their ears are like that of an Elf’s only they are

incredibly slender and thin

Dust Jokes have a interesting reputation they are
encourageable Tricksters and thieves in fact that’s there sole
means of survival Dust Jokes don’t really have the means
to support themselves however they do have a strong

Relationship with Primal Scorpions and Antlions these
are two giant insects that usually live in sandy areas the
Dust Jokes have the ability to communicate with them and
in turn they rely on each other you see Primal Scorpions



are blind and rely heavily on sound and scent the Primal
Antlions however are incredibly easy to see the Dust
Jokes aid both of these creatures by using their magic to
deceive passerby into falling into their traps and in turn

provid ing the beasts with food

In return the Primal Scorpions and Antlions will actively
protect the Dust Jokes

Now before going back to the Story i would like to list the
abilities of the Dust Jokes Dust Jokes can manipulate
both Sand and Wind however this power can only be

utilized when a Dust Joke has bonded with both a Sand
and WindMote

Mote’s are small elemental creatures with incredibly
powerful magic however not everyone can see them Dust



Jokes are one of the Few Creatures who can utilize their
power Motes exist all over the world in their respective

elements

T he next ability of a Dust Joke is their Magic Dust
Jokes are one of the few Fae to have control over Chaos
type Magic Chaos Magic is an incredibly rare Element
to grasp as the name implies it causes unparalleled

calamity and mischief ranging from harmless to drastic
and so on Dust Jokes mainly use their magic to cause

Pranks but if they need to they can end you

Dust Jokes have two innate Powers unique to them the
first is the power to turn Invisible at will and the other is
the ability to Teleport away but only to short d istances
Dust Jokes use these innate powers to gather intel and to



stalk their foes or their Quarry with that done we have
covered everything about the Dust Jokes

Tundra approached the Canyon and took a deep breath
Tundra then created a magical flare and sent it skyward
suddenly a Dust Joke women with oversized breasts
appeared her attire was absolutely skimpy an incredibly
T hin bra covered her large cleavage and a small ribbon
was wrapped around her body holding an incredibly thin
skit her eyes were like two violets and her long white hair

reached down to her lower back

She smiled and said

Busty Dust Joke: “oh my you are all so early this year
hmm hello Tundra my dear”



Tundra: “yes and you know why we are here Simone”

Simone: “oh yes and i am glad you are so early we had just
run out of water please perform your spell and i can assure

you safe passage through our Domain”

Tundra then called three other Frost Mane Unicorns to his
side the four then put there horns together and a magical
ring formed around them suddenly a massive Glacier

began to form above the Canyon it then moved to one side of
the canyon Tundra and his three assistants then took a sigh

of relief

Simone smiled and said



Simone: “Expertly done my dear that should last us a good
while please travel on my dears”

Simone then Teleported away Tundra then gave the go
ahead and his Herd began to travel through the Canyon
the Frost Mane Unicorns provide a service to the Dust
Joke’s the Dust Joke’s live in a desolate area where Sand
and WindMotes thrive and as such there really isn’t any
other Resource in there home hence why they resort to
thievery to get by but the Frost Mane Unicorns have
Cryomancy and with it they can give the Dust Joke’s
something they believed to be unobtainable water

Erica had passed through this Canyon many times each
time her Father would warn her to not stray from the
determined Path this was because that the Antlion gave
birth to a large amount of offspring that burrowed through



the Canyon constantly the Dust Joke’s used these Tunnels
as Dwellings and treasure Hordes there were countless
tunnels in the Canyon you could be lost for years and never

be found

Erica kept a close eye on her Brother who was still young
and always eager to explore Erica single handedly kept
her Brother from getting lost and by the time the Entire
Herd got to the other side Dimitri complained about how

he wanted to find a Dust Joke Treasure Horde

Tundra scolded his son for wanting to do something so
dangerous the Herd then proceeded onto the next stop it was
near a small Human Settlement the Fae that lived nearby
informed the Unicorns that the Settlement was made up of
Human Scholars and that they were relatively harmless
Tundra still erred on the side of caution and kept a safe

distance away from the Settlement



T he herd stopped to graze on the grass and drink from a
pond after a small reprieve and some leisure time the Herd
galloped past the Human Settlement under the cloak of
night not that it would help much a Unicorn’s coat gives off
a soft light it’s actually quite beautiful to observe from a

distance

T he Herd seamlessly passed by the Human Settlement
without incident after the Herd was safely out of range of
the Human Settlement Tundra allowed everyone to rest for

the night

Erica snuggled close to her Brother and the two slowly fell
asleep Erica then had a dream that she was in the body of
a Human Women and she was sleeping in a bed next to
Dyst the next morning the Herd Grazed on the grass and
took a moment to relax when everyone was set Tundra led



the Herd to the next stop this one was a place known as
Sorrowful plains

It was given that name because supposedly a Race of
Creatures called the Sorrowful live their though no one
has ever seen these Sorrowful it wasn’t even known if these
Creatures were Fae or something else but the whole area
was a dark gray color and magic was useless there nothing
grew in those plains except for silver orchids known as
Mourning Damsels these flowers gave off a dim light
these Flowers were experimented with and researchers
discovered that these Flowers can induce severe depression

in people and Fae alike

As he did before Tundra warned his Herd about
interacting with any of the Mournful Damsels they come



across Fila took this opportunity to watch over Dimitri she
knew the effects these flowers could do and she wanted to
give Erica a break since she was the main one watching
out for her Brother throughout the beginning of this trip

Erica still being the devoted big sister did her best to watch
out for Dimitri when Fila was preoccupied with other
things and when she wasn’t looking after her Brother
Erica was watching out for the other Colts and Fillies of

the Herd

Many members of the Herd saw Erica as the next leader
of the Herd she showed great prowess in bothMagic and
Leadership skills Erica was the rising star but there was

also Promise for Dimitri as well



But only time will tell what the future has in store for the
Frost Mane Unicorns

End of Pilot

Episode 1: Ten Years Later

Ten years would pass and the Frost Mane Unicorns would
witness a series of tragedies first would be the loss of
Tundra next would come the Poachers shortly after an
attack from feral Dragons by the end of it there would be
three Frost Mane Unicorns left Erica her brother Dimitri

and Ferdinand Erica’s husband

Having lost their entire heard the T hree became permanent
residents of the Azure Forest life wasn’t all that bad



though the Azure Forest was beautiful all year round and
they were content well all except for Dimitri the trama he
witnessed would leave him incredibly scarred and resentful
towards the world he still loved his sister dearly and wanted
the best for her but deep within his heart would be an ever

growing darkness

One day as the three were gathering together Erica would
announce that she was pregnant hearing this Ferdinand
was overjoyed Dimitri was also overjoyed but this would
also bolster his motives the following night Erica and

Dimitri would meet in the Heart of the Azure Forest and
speak

Erica: little brother is something wrong you’ve been acting
off ever since i made the announcement

Dimitri: …. Erica …… i’m leaving the Azure Forest



Erica’s heart would sink hearing those words

Erica: what Dimitri don’t say such things you can’t leave
if i lost you i don’t know what i'd do

Dimitri: i’m ….. Sorry but i’ve made up my mind Dear
sister i do this for the sake of our dwindling race and more
importantly i do this for the future of your child i am

merely here as a courtesy to you

Erica would shed a tear and her brother gave her an
embrace before teleporting away Erica’s mind would be
filled with worry for her brother Ferdinand would soon
arrive and sooth his wife who told him of Dimitri’s
departure the two would soon find comfort in each other



T he next day Erica would meet with her Friend Dyst who
by this point would have become Warden of the Azure
Forest he smiled when he saw Erica who smiled at him
Erica would express her concerns about her Brother

Dyst promised that he would say a prayer for Dimitri
Erica smiled hearing that Erica then made her way to the
River of the Azure Forest it was here where the Frost

Nymph’s lived they had they are a purely all female Race
of Fae with powder blue hair and dressed in long white

gowns

T hey are soft spoken and gentle beings who act as the
gardeners of the Azure Forest

When Erica stepped forward the Frost Nymphs smile and
wave at her Erica smiled and took a drink from the river



and began to relax one of the Frost Nymphs would
approach Erica smiling softly

Erica: can i help you?

Frost Nymph: something is coming

Erica: excuse me?

T he Frost Nymph would then look towards a direction and
then vanish into a pile of flowers the other Nymph’s

following her lead

Erica would be alone but not for long as human with
copper colored skin would appear dressed strange clothing

????:greetings fair Frost Mane Unicorn i am a friend



Erica would remain quiet and incredibly on guard she
knew what humans could do so in her eyes they were all

the same

Parua: I am Parua. I come in the name of the
Hierophant. Do you know of him?

Erica nodded her head

Parua: it seems your heart has been hardened by the recent
events but hear me when i say that the same thing has
happened to other Unicorns across the whole of Fae Land

Erica would be shocked to hear this she didn’t know that
Other types of Unicorns were suffering at the hands of
Poachers but she knew of the Hierophant supposedly they
are an ancient Fae of considerable power it is said that



both the sun and moon bow before the Hierophant’s power
every fae alive knows that

Seeing that the Hierophant has sent a disciple here means
that Unicorns are greatly suffering

Parua: now then Fair unicorn is there any other member of
your herd i wish to inform them as well of the situation

Erica would take a deep breath and cause a flare to fly
into the sky above shortly afterwards Ferdinand would

arrive

With Ferdinand here Parua felt comfortable explaining
his plan Parua would then go on to explain the situation in
recent years Humans have been suffering from a plague
called Sleeping Death it is an aquatic virus that has
infected streams and rivers Fae are resistant to it knowing



this it is made perfectly clear that this Virus was made
specifically to eliminate Humans

Knowing this Humans are becoming manic actively
persecuting Fae and abusing them for answers the only
known cure for Sleeping Death is a Panacea made with
ground Unicorn Horn powder and since sleeping death is
spreading at an alarming rate the need for the Panacea is
skyrocketing so more and more Unicorns are being poached

and their horns forcibly removed

Erica and Ferdinand were greatly horrified by this news
they now understood the reason for their Herd’s massacre
still there is no justification for slaughter of another race

even if it is to save another

T he Hierophant thought the same way and so his plan
was to grant Fertility to the Surviving Unicorns and create



hybrids stronger with greater magical abilities and to do
that he needed the aid of the remaining Unicorns

So with a calm and gentle Voice Parua asked Ferdinand
and Erica to come with him to the Aurum Continent
Erica and Ferdinand looked to each other a confident
smile on their faces and they agreed and within a beam of
light the three were warped to the Aurum Continent
where Erica and Ferdinand found themselves within a

beautiful garden

For the next few years the Unicorn Population would
slowly recover thanks to the protection of the Hierophant
the new generation of Unicorns were hybrids of the
remaining herds and some were conceived through the

power of Moon Carnations a magical flower created in the
Aurum continent it induces Pregnancy



But back to the moment at hand the new generation of
Unicorns were gifted with powerful magic and the
Seasonal Unicorns would now be known as Seasonal

Dualitas Unicorns there are also other types of hybrids such as the

Golden Star Unicorns or the Silver Crescent Rose Unicorns this
would cause a strong bond to form between all Unicorns causing a
strong bond meanwhile outside the Aurum continent Sleeping
Death would be cured securing the Safety of the new generation

T he Physician responsible for this cure was a man garbed in Black
and blue Robes hiding his face with a mask he was simply known

asMonoceros

And his cure saved thousands Monoceros was gifted the legendary
title of Savior and his name was added to the Savior Pantheon
Monoceros soon started an academy devoted to medicine where

medicinal magic and science could be nurtured all seemed well that
is until a few more years would pass



T he Academy of Monoceros would soon gain a strong following
and would soon rise to become it’s very own kingdom with

Monoceros becoming it’s king

By this point the once kind and loving Doctor would become
heartless and resentful though this part of him was never shown to
the outside world KingMonoceros would soon devote himself to
secretive research to wich none can say what he is looking into

Later on the Unicorns would be allowed to leave the Aurum
continent and choose where they wished to settle since they all held
ties to the Seasonal Quartet the Current leader of the Unicorns a

Mare named L ythia chose the Seasonal Continent

And like that they were all warped to the Seasonal continent by
the power of the Hierophant and the next chapter of the Unicorns

starts now

End of Episode



Episode 2: Monoceros and �e Twilight
Communion

Glacia the Kingdom founded by aMan given the title of
Savior though no one would see his face this would be the
evening celebrating the founding of Glacia and the
wondrous things Monoceros had done the king however
was not going to attend the festivities he had been planning
a certain event it was a ritual to speak to an entity known

as the Eclipse Pariah

An entity that was once considered to be the progeny of an
unknown Elder Fae and the world's Most Evil women
other then that the Eclipse Pariah is a mostly forgotten

entity

Monoceros would then prepare the ritual Twilight
CommunionMonoceros would prepare a sigil and light a



Magenta colored candle while also preparing an offering
of sea jelly wine soon

Monoceros would recite an incantation soon all light would
be drained from the room and the candles light would
become brighter until causing the candle to melt causing
the wax to spread forming a pentagram around the sigil

Soon everything would become silent even Monoceros’s
voice as he continued to say the incantation and then there
was a bright flash along with the sound of a scream
followed by a unsettling snicker still Monoceros was not
deterred he stifled his nerves and finished the incantation

then they appeared

T he Eclipse pariah was garbed in orange and red robes
would slowly distort into existence they’re face cloaked in
shadow they were silent simply standing unmoving it was



at this point that Monoceros would tell the Eclipse pariah
his desire and what he was will to give in order to gain it

T he Eclipse Pariah would then tilt their head and walk
over and drink the wine before teleporting behind

Monoceros and restaining himMonoceros would begin to
panic but the Eclipse Pariah would stab the Man in the
neck and then whisper something into his ear then all

would fade to black

When the King woke up he would find himself in his own
bed incredibly tired and frustrated Monoceros would then
walk to the Mirror and see a Ring around his Neck and
then he remembered what happened the following night
even remembering the message T he Eclipse Pariah had

told him



Monoceros now knew what he had to do he needed to do
the unthinkable

Monoceros would then go through his kingdom and would
find two twin girls Rose and Dahlia the beloved King
would soon start to Court the two and pronounced to the
entire kingdom that Glacia would have two queens this
would spark a great deal of Joy for all who heard it

T he wedding started without delay it happened within three
days it would be an understatement to say it was rushed
and then it came the fated wedding night when courtship

rituals would naturally take place

However KingMonoceros would slowly undress both of
his brides and then utilize a spell the Twins Dahlia and
Rose would find themselves wrapped in heated scarlet

chains



T heir screams filled the palace all while Monoceros
watched on his heartless expression hidden behind his mask
the chains would then begin to glow a bright scarlet color
and their bodies would be enveloped into balls of light and
they merged that ball of light would then envelope all of
Glacia and what followed would be a massive earthquake
of biblical proportions Glacia and it’s people would forever
be lost the land it resided on would also vanish entirely only

to be replaced with the Hierophant's power

But not even the Hierophant could predict what happens
next


